Hip-Mo’-Toast Big Band Stage Plan/Tech Specs

At least 6 metres

Drums
2 overhead mics
1 kick and 1 snare mic
Drum fill

Double Bass
Built-in Direct Out

Guitar
Mic for amp

Keyboard
Piano or Roland RD600/700
DI Box required
Separate monitor send
*PLEASE NOTIFY IF OWN
KEBOARD OR AMP
REQUIRED

Vocals
1 mic and stand
2 foldback wedges

3 Trumpets
3 mics

2 Trombones
2 mics

4 Saxophones
4 mics with boom stands
4 armless chairs

Horn Section
Fill
*if available

Brass Section
Side Box/Fill
*REQUIRED

Sax Section
Fill
*REQUIRED

Audience

Libby Hammer
PO Box 4113
Wembley 6014
Ph. (08) 9285 8559
Fx. (08) 9285 8664
Mb. 0412 577 229